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Exploiting the Custom Game menu

by Archvile
Originally appeared in http://www.vlatitude.com/print_tutorial.php?tutID=43.

NOTE: Liblist.gam is replaced by gameinfo.txt. Although the syntaxes are the same, some are added
along. This article is added for archival reasons.

You've seen it when you go to play Counter-Strike, Team Fortress, They Hunger, USS Darkstar and
any other of the numerous MODs out there. It's that convenient accessibility for the user to just point
and click to activate a desired MOD.   

You may think that only the best MODers and people with knowledge of coding can do this, but you
are actually very far from the truth. It's actually extremely easy to do, and can be done by pretty
much anyone. It also lets you look cool - having your MOD flash up there next to the other good stuff.
But I digress… 

Before I go on, you really need to know that this will not work for any Half-Life version under 1.1.0.0.
This is because the Custom Game menu wasn't incorporated into the game until v1.1.0.0 of Half-Life.
Please download the latest Half-Life update if you are currently running below 1.1.0.0. You can find
the latest updates here:  http://www.planethalflife.com/half-life/files 

Now, I'll explain what you will be doing to get this done. There is a file in your Half-Life\Valve directory
called liblist.gam. This will be the file that you will need to alter to put your MOD into the «Custom
Game» menu. Don't worry though; you won't need to have any knowledge of C++ or programming at
all to alter this. In fact, it's like setting up a configuration file, and in essence, that's all we're really
doing. Why don't you go ahead and open up notepad and take a gander atliblist.gam. I actually find it
useful to just associate this file with Notepad so that all I have to do is double-click it to open it. Doing
so will not cause any problems and is simply a convenience. To do this, double click the file in
explorer and wait for a menu to pop up prompting you for a program to open the liblist.gam file with.
Scroll down until you see Notepad and then make sure the box that says «Always use this program to
open these files» box is checked. Now you can open it just by double clicking it. 

Now that you have the Half-Life liblist open you should see something similar to this: 

// Valve Game Info file 
// These are key/value pairs. Certain mods will use different settings. 
// 
game "Half-Life 1.5" 

http://www.vlatitude.com/print_tutorial.php?tutID=43
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startmap "c0a0" 
trainmap "t0a0" 
mpentity "info_player_deathmatch" 
gamedll "dlls\hl.dll" 
gamedll_linux "dlls/hl_i386.so" 

Well, it's…interesting, but doesn't really help us to put our MOD in the list. As stated in the file, certain
MODs will use different settings. As it turns out, we will need to ADD settings that aren't displayed
here. 

Let's pretend that you want to make a MOD called «Zombies from Space». Just pretend for now and
then later you can make necessary changes. 

First, we'll need to make a directory for that MOD. Yes, you MUST! But it's okay: it's really easy. First,
go into your Half-Life directory, if you are still in the Valve directory. You should now be in the
Half-Life root directory. Create a new directory. Let's call it «zombspce». Technically, you can name
this directory anything you want and it doesn't really need to have anything to do with the name of
your MOD, but to make it easier on everyone else, try to make the directory name have something to
do with your MOD. You should now have a Half-Life\zombspce directory. 

Now go back into the Valve directory, select the liblist.gam file, and copy it to
your zombspce directory. Now leave that file alone for a minute. We still have some directories to
create. Make sure you're in your zombspce directory again. Now create a new sub-directory called dlls.
Note that unless you've already compiled your own source code into your own homemade dll file, you
will probably just be using the original Half-Life dll. 

A Short Explanation about dll files (Skip past this if you already know or want to just move on) 

A dll file stands for Dynamic Link Library. This file is the file that tells Windows how the game is
played. In essence, it decides what the rules and definitions for the game are. Some people like to
incorporate their own rules into their MOD. This file controls things like player movements, abilities,
weapon controls, monster AI and all sorts of other good stuff. If you've played any MODs like
Counter-Strike or Team Fortress, you'll notice that the game play is quite different from the original
Half-Life game. This is all manipulated in the client.dll file. The code is originally created using C++
coding syntax and does require some extensive knowledge of programming before being able to
do this. After the code is completed the code is then compiled into a dll file for Windows to
understand. However, the point of this document isn't really to teach you coding, so I really won't
go into that here. However, if you are interested in learning more about coding, you can go to: 

http://www.planethalflife.com/fixxxer 
http://www.planethalflife.com/botman 
http://www.planethalflife.com/hlprogramming 
http://www.planethalflife.com/mach3 
http://www.planethalflife.com/hlsdk2 

Okay, I'm sorry if that seemed off topic or whatever, but I think it's best that I explain exactly what
we're working with rather than saying, «Do it, just because.» 

Okay, now back on topic. You have just created a directory called dlls. Let's go ahead and smack a dll
in there. Go to the Half-Life\Valve directory, copy the hl.dll file and slap it into our dlls directory. For
future reference, you can actually rename this DLL file into whatever you want, provided that the

http://www.planethalflife.com/fixxxer
http://www.planethalflife.com/botman
http://www.planethalflife.com/hlprogramming
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http://www.planethalflife.com/hlsdk2
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extension reads.dll 

Now, create a second directory called cl_dlls. We'll do the exact same thing we did with the hl.dll and
just copy the client.dll from the Half-Life\Valvedirectory into yours. 

Okay, now your MOD will have some code to work with when you start it up. Let's finish making these
directories up (I know, there's a lot). Actually, there's really only one more that we really need, and
that's the maps directory. Create that now. Luckily, we don't need to actually put anything in here
right now. The maps directory is required if you want to run maps using your enabled MOD and will
also be used when you compile maps for your MOD. That is unless you have placed your maps into
a .pak file, but that'll be another tutorial. 

For right now, we should have all the necessary directories and files we need. Your directory structure
should look like this: 

\Half-Life
        |
        +--- zombspce
        |      |
        |       +-- liblist.gam
        |       |
        |       +-- DLLS
        |       |      |
        |       |      +-- hl.dll
        |       |
        |       +-- CL_DLLS
        |       |       |
        |       |       +-- client.dll
        |       |
        |       +---MAPS
        |
        +--- VALVE

More can be added later on, but we won't worry about that right now. This will  work fine for this
tutorial. Go ahead and take a look at the liblist.gam file again, but this time, let's make some changes
to get things working for our MOD. 

// Valve Game Info file 
// These are key/value pairs. Certain mods will use different settings. 
// 
game "Half-Life 1.5" 
startmap "c0a0" 
trainmap "t0a0" 
mpentity "info_player_deathmatch" 
gamedll "dlls\hl.dll" 
gamedll_linux "dlls/hl_i386.so" 

First of all, we don't want the game to be called «Half-Life 1.5», so highlight that and type in
«Zombies from Space» where the old title was. 

Now we'll need to add a line in there, because our MOD is in a different directory from the default
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(Valve). Underneath the game «Zombies from Space» line, add a new line that says gamedir
«zombspce». Remember when we made that directory? Well, this line will tell Half-Life where the
necessary files reside. So now your new code should look like this: 

// Valve Game Info file 
// These are key/value pairs. Certain mods will use different settings. 
// 
game "Zombies from Space" 
gamedir "zombspce" 
startmap "c0a0" 
trainingmap "t0a0" 
mpentity "info_player_deathmatch" 
gamedll "dlls\hl.dll" 
gamedll_linux "dlls/hl_i386.so" 

We're doing well, but some more improvements need to be made for this all to work. Let's say, for
example, that you made a new dll file with your own code, called zombie.dll; you would change the
code that says gamedll «dlls\hl.dll» into gamedll «dlls\zombie.dll». Fairly simple to follow, right? 

Now, you need to get your opening map ready. This is the map that you will be using as the very first
the game will start with. You really don't need to do this if you plan on just compiling to the maps
directory, or wish to load maps using the console, but let's just say, you're all ready to start off the
game with the first map by clicking the New Game menu. Well, you would change the line that
says: startmap «c0a0» into something like startmap «zombie1». That is, if you had name your
map zombie1. You don't need to put the BSP extension at the end of it. 

Actually, that's really all you need to do, or at least all that is required. But it still looks a little boring if
you were to look at it in the custom game menu. Let's add some cool stuff to it that will make your
MOD unique and give special information. Let's make it so the player can go to a website that we
display. This is good if you want commend credit for your MOD. 

Add a line of code that says url_info www.vlatitude.com. Now we've added a web address that will
allow people to go to the website that hosts your MOD. Maybe that will be your personal web site. It's
up to you. 

We want this to be a single player MOD, so let's make sure the player knows that. Add a new line of
code that says type «Single». 

You should now have a liblist.gam file that looks something like this: 

// Valve Game Info file

// These are key/value pairs. Certain mods will use different settings. 
// 
game "Zombies from Space" 
gamedir "zombspce" 
startmap "xxxx (name of your starting map)" 
trainmap "t0a0" 
mpentity "info_player_deathmatch" 
gamedll "dlls\hl.dll" 
gamedll_linux "dlls/hl_i386.so" 

http://www.vlatitude.com
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url_info www.vlatitude.com 
type "Single" 

Way to go. You have now made your MOD available in the custom games menu. Go ahead and save
the liblist file and run Half-Life. Open the custom game menu and take a look. See anything familiar?
You should see this (if you followed each step): 

Coolness huh? You can also change the version number, MOD size, as well as tweak other settings
which I will describe the commands for at the end of the document as a resource. For the most part,
however, we're done. Pat yourself on the back. You can also do some cool things like add your own
menu art (which I hope to cover in another tutorial) and deactivate menu options. Remember, some
of these should be changed to suit your personal needs, like whatever name you choose to name your
MOD. At least with this tutorial, I believe you can have an understanding of how this is done, and be
able to do it yourself. 

Here is a list of other lines you can add into the liblist.gam file that is given in the Half-Life SDK, in the
DOC file called «How to Make a MOD»:

game: The name of the mod ●

url_info: The mod's informational web site ●

url_dl: The ftp site from where the mod can be downloaded ●

version: The mod's version number ●

size: The size, in bytes, of the mod ●

svonly: «1» if the mod is a server only mod ( no client side content or code ), «0» otherwise ●

cldll: 1 if the mod requires a matching client.dll ●

type: If this mod is «multiplayer_only», then the single player buttons ( New Game/Hazard●

Course/Load game etc.) are disabled in the Half-Life launcher 
hlversion: The version of Half-Life for which the mod was generated. Revisions to Half-Life will●

require updates by mod authors. 
nomodels: Set to «1» if model bitmaps should not be shown in the Multiplayer | Customize menu of●

the Half-Life launcher 
mpentity: When a user chooses to create a listen server from the interface, each BSP file in the●

maps\ folder for the mod is searched. The entity data for the BSP is scanned for the presence of the
string identified by mpentity. For instance, in Half-Life, the string is »info_player_deathmatch» (
which is also the default if no string is specified ) 
gamedll: The game DLL to load for running a server for this mod. ●

startmap: When a user chooses «New Game» for a single player mod, this is the map that is●

loaded. 
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trainmap: When a user chooses «Hazard Course» for a single player mod, this is the map that is●

loaded. 

Here are some example liblist.gam settings for other MODs that you can use as templates: 

Counter-Strike:

 
game "Counter-Strike" 
url_info "www.counter-strike.net" 
url_dl "" 
version "1.0" 
size "184000000" 
svonly "0" 
cldll "1" 
hlversion "1104" 
nomodels "1" 
mpentity "info_player_start" 
gamedll "dlls\mp.dll" 
gamedll_linux "dlls/cs_i386.so" 
trainmap "tr_1" 

Team Fortress Classic: 

// Team Fortress Classes Game .dll Listing File 
// Load order is determined by file order. 
game "Team Fortress" 
url_info "www.teamfortressclassic.com" 
url_dl "" 
version "1.5" 
size "37000000" 
svonly "0" 
cldll "0" 
type "multiplayer_only" 
nomodels "1" // Don't show models in browser, since you don't pick them
there anyway. 
mpentity "info_tfdetect" 
gamedll "dlls\tfc.dll" 
gamedll_linux "dlls/tfc_i386.so"
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